Introduction!
The!burden!of!chronic!disease!is!increasing!in!low5!and!middle5income!countries! (LMICs),!driven!by!infectious!diseases!including!HIV!and!Tuberculosis!as!well!as!a! growing!burden!of!non5communicable!diseases!(NCDs).!Chronic!infectious!disease!and! NCD!burdens!also!compound!each!other!in!a!variety!of!ways.!First,!co5morbidities!exist! between!infectious!diseases!and!NCDs!including!HIV!and!cardiovascular!disease,!and! tuberculosis!and!diabetes! (Young!et%al.,!2009 ).!Second,!interactions!between!NCDs,! infectious!disease,!and!poverty!have!been!documentedJ!diabetes5affected!adults!in! Tanzania!reported!the!need!to!make!difficult!choices!between!paying!for!their!own!care! or!that!of!their!children!with!infectious!diseases! (Kolling!et%al.,!2010) .!! ! Existing!literature!well!describes!the!financial!impact!of!chronic!disease!in!high5income! countries,!while!a!small!but!increasing!number!of!studies!has!begun!to!examine!this! impact!in!LMICs.!Context5specific!research!is!necessary!because!the!financial!impact!of! chronic!illnesses!is!likely!to!be!different!in!LMIC!settings,!where!health!care!costs!fall! more!heavily!on!households!and!individuals!than!on!governments!and!insurance! schemes! (Kankeu!et%al.,!2013) 
